INTRODUCTION
In 1997 the Canadian Academy of Engineering (1) published a document that reviewed the state of Engineering Education in Canada.most undergraduate needs.
However, a simple substitution of an "Attributes" class for an Engineering Science or Design class would not address the breath of new material identified as necessary, and it would require that any selected topic be studied in depth. If we accept that CEAB's intention is to have us provide students with an understanding of some basic non-technical concepts that are fundamental to becoming an engineer, the three lecture hours per week could be devoted to three different concepts in three different "one credit" courses. These courses would be developed respecting the New Oxford dictionary definition of concept as "an abstract or general idea inferred or derived from specific instances.".
Under this proposed format, a Concept Course would provide instructors with from 10 to 13 hours, depending on the length of the term, in which to assist students in gaining a thorough understanding of the concept in question. Series of Concept Courses would provide a wide, and individualized philosophical base to complement the technical understanding that students now gain.
From an instructor's perspective, teaching a Concept Course would require rethinking how the material would be delivered. The one week "time lapse" between classes could cause problems in maintaining continuity. As well, given that the subject matter is neither formula nor calculation based, it would likely be necessary to adapt teaching techniques that are more commonly employed in Arts and Business faculties. Some would see this as an opportunity, others would disagree.
Format notwithstanding, the basic idea is to provide dedicated classroom time for a breadth of "soft skill" learning opportunities. Topics like risk, professionalism, engineering ethics, design limitations, historic failures, engineering history would all serve to broaden the perspectives of new graduates.
CONCLUSIONS
Fundamentally the Concept Course idea is an attempt to create a format in which we can help our students begin to understand Clark's (5) suggestion that "The engineer must be a philosopher enough to know what to believe, humanist enough to know what to desire, and a workman enough to know what to do.". If we are to reach that goal and if we are to meet CEAB's new requirements, we need to change some fundamentals in curriculum development. Our "customers", the profession, are telling us we need to adapt our product, engineering graduates, to a changing market. Concept Course may assist in accomplishing that adaptation.
